Endovision Stocks Powerful Sunoptics Headlights
Endovision offer LED headlights and Xenon Headlight Systems from Sunoptics for medical and dental surgeons.

Endovision offer LED headlights and Xenon Headlight Systems from Sunoptics for medical and dental surgeons. These headlights are simple in
design and are easy to clean. Considered to be top of the range, the LED 5500 Battery-Operated headlight is Sunoptic Surgical’s first low-cost LED
headlight.

It features a wireless design with no remote battery packs or cables. The battery is attached to the headband which allows for easy replacement
during surgery. The wireless design also allows unlimited mobility for the surgeon in the operating room. The LED-5500 is simple in design, light in
colour to allow for visualisation of any debris or blood splatter and is easy to clean.

Sunoptics Surgical SSL-9500 LED Headlight offers portability, quality light and brightness to match. It delivers 70,000 LUX of bright white light
needed for surgical procedures.

The LED light provides the surgeon with a homogenous spot for true tissue colour recognition. The battery powered LED headlight offers the freedom
from being tethered to a light source by a fibreoptic cable. The RCS headband and the lightweight LED module provide stability as well as comfort.
The headband is lightweight and comfortable. The 10w LED offers the BRIGHTEST Illumination available. It has a lightweight battery and clip on
holster that provides three hours of continuous use.

The Sunoptic Surgical LED-9500 provides 50% more light and the quality of the light appearing in the spot is unmatched in any other LED on the
market. The LED-9500 features even distribution of its all white light, eliminating the unusable brown and yellow edges seen in other LEDs. With the
spot size expanded to 110mm the LED-9500 now has a spot size to compete with any other brand. In keeping with the new industry expectation the
Sunoptic Surgical LED-9500 Headlight is simple in design, light in colour to allow for visualisation of any debris or blood splatter and is easy to clean.

Sunoptic Surgical is a leader in the surgical market place, offering a premium advanced technology line of products; surgical headlights, Xenon and
LED lightsources, video cameras, documentation/ recording devices, fiberoptic cables and a full array of accessories. Endovision brings the latest
innovations and technology within the medical and surgical field to the Australian market.

For more information on dental loupes light, surgical instruments Australia, disposable cholangiogram forceps, LED headlights Australia and more,
visit https://www.endovision.com.au/
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